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By Brandon Scott

Immedium, United States, 2013. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book.
Justin Time stars a young boy named Justin, who embarks on imaginary adventures with his make-
believe friends Squidgy and Olive, the group s trusty navigator and guide. Together, the intrepid,
high-spirited trio takes off on bite-size historical adventures. During their far-flung quests, they
encounter a wide range of memorable and endearing characters. --Animation Insider With easy-to-
digest lessons about animals and ecosystems, Justin Time holds preschoolers interest while
imparting knowledge. . . . The smooth, bouncy computer animation is easy on the eyes, with a color
palette that s cool. --Common Sense Media Justin wants a big pet! Justin wishes he could make the
rules, just like a prince does! So Squidgy crowns Justin, and together they meet Olive in India. Now
a royal pet keeper, Olive refers to her Very Large Book of Pets and helps Raja Justin take care of his
new elephant, Tiny! Together with his friends, Justin learns how to play with, feed, and clean up
after Tiny by following the instructions in Olive s book. But Justin discovers the daily cycle has just
begun. Maybe having a pet isn t so easy after...
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ReviewsReviews

Completely essential go through ebook. It can be writter in basic phrases and never di icult to understand. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Jessy Collier-- Jessy Collier

This book is definitely not e ortless to start on looking at but really exciting to see. It really is simplistic but surprises from the 50 % from the pdf. I am just
effortlessly can get a delight of looking at a published book.
-- Thur m a n Scha m ber g er-- Thur m a n Scha m ber g er
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